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ELEANOR HALL: One of Papua New Guinea's most senior police officials has delivered a 
scathing assessment of the Australian report into the fatal detention centre riot on 
Manus Island.

Papua New Guinea's deputy police commissioner says the report an "inconclusive" document 

and he presented a version of what happened during the February riot that contradicts almost 

every other account of the incident.

He also said the report hampered his criminal investigation and complained of a "complete lack 

of cooperation" from Australian agencies, G4S security guards and asylum seekers.

Our Papua New Guinea correspondent Liam Cochrane joins us now in Port Moresby.

Liam, first take us through what are key problems that this very senior Papua New Guinea police

official has with the Australian report.

LIAM COCHRANE: Well, the main issue appears to be a perceived lack of cooperation from 

Australia. The deputy police commission, Simon Kauba was very dismissive of the Cornell report,

saying that not only will it not help in any way to prosecute a murder case in terms of Resa 

Barati's death. But it's actually frustrated their investigation because the asylum seekers in 

particular only wanted to speak to Australian investigators and refused to be interviewed by 

Papua New Guinean police.

The serious concerns that he raised in terms of Australia's involved were a lack of cooperation 

from Australian government agencies and also from the security company, G4S.

Now this is intriguing because in Mr Cornell's report that was released this week, he actually 

details a meeting with deputy commissioner Simon Kauba on the 13th of March, as well as a 

range of other senior Papua New Guinean officials. And security company G4S have also 

pointed out that it facilitated interviews between Papua New Guinean police on Manus Island 

and their expatriate staff in late March.
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So the release of the Cornell report this week has clearly annoyed the police, but the accuracy of

what they're saying in terms of the lack of cooperation is another matter.

ELEANOR HALL: And are the PNG police specifically saying that they draw different conclusions 

from their investigation into Resa Barati's death?

LIAM COCHRANE: They have given a quite starkly different account of what happened, 

particularly on the 17th of February. Mr Cornell's report said that a local Salvation Army officer 

led the attack on Resa Barati and that others were involved. The PNG police say also that there 

were a number of people involved, but they say the main blame for the death lies with two 

expatriate staff and two PNG nationals working at the centre.

They don't give details as to what jobs they were performing.

But other aspects released in the statement yesterday were a fascinating diversion from the fairly

consistent story we've heard so far.

Rather than a riot that lasted for hours, the PNG police said that there was 10 to 15 minutes 

major disturbance on the 17th of February.

ELEANOR HALL: Have to be very major.

LIAM COCHRANE: Indeed. This is of course, the disturbance that left Resa Barati dead with a 

smashed in skull and scores of people seriously injured including a gunshot wound and a man 

who lost his eye.

In terms of the shooting, the police say that they fired warning shots in the air and claim that this

helped to quieten the situation. And they say that the people interviewed, the asylum seekers 

who were injured and flown out, they were disappointed that they couldn't interview them and 

that that aspect of the situation stinks of a major cover up, using Simon Kauba's words.

ELEANOR HALL: So is the deputy police commissioner being backed up by other PNG officials?

LIAM COCHRANE: Well, there was another statement, quite a different milder statement from 

PNG immigration foreign minister Rimbink Pato, which contained none of those claims. It simply 

said that the Cornell report was not a surprise, they'd been fully briefed. That many of the 

recommendations were being implemented and it was certainly striking a different tone to the 
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second top cop in the country.

ELEANOR HALL: Now you've put this allegation of a major cover up to the Australian 

authorities. What response have you had?

LIAM COCHRANE: I haven't had a response from Australia's Immigration Department but 

certainly G4S security company have strongly denied the allegation that they haven't 

cooperated and that there's any kind of cover up involved at all. And as I mentioned the 

meetings with senior PNG officials, and the fact that the PNG government have had this Cornell 

report in their hands for some weeks now, means that this is, all in all, quite a perplexing and a 

quandary stance from the PNG top brass.

ELEANOR HALL: Liam Cochrane, our PNG correspondent, thank you.
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